Shape deformation is a well-known problem in additive manufacturing (AM). For example, in the stereolithography (SL) process, some of the factors that lead to part deformation including volumetric shrinkage, thermal cooling, added supporting structures, and the layer-by-layer building process. Variant sources of deformation and their interactions make it difficult to predict and control the shape deformation to achieve high accuracy that is comparable to numerically controlled machining. In this paper, a computational framework based on a general reverse compensation approach is presented to reduce the shape deformation in AM processes. In the reverse compensation process, the shape deformation is first calculated by physical measurements. A novel method to capture the physical deformation by finding the optimal correspondence between the deformed shape and the given nominal model is presented. The amount of compensation is determined by a compensation profile that is established based on nominal and offset models. The compensated digital model can be rebuilt using the same building process for a part with significantly less part deformation than the built part related to the nominal model. Two test cases have been performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented computational framework. There is a 40-60% improvement in terms of L 2 -and L
Introduction
The use of additive manufacturing (AM) in fabricating near-net shape components is limited by the attainable accuracy of AM processes. For example, the mask-image-projection-based stereolithography (MIP-SL) process using digital micromirror device (DMD) [1] can selectively cure resin to accumulate desired shapes using mask images [2, 3] . Several mask image planning methods have been developed to facilitate this process [4, 5] . Although the MIP-SL process has advantages such as high fabrication speed [6, 7] and resolution [5] , the built parts have shape deformation after they are removed from the building platform. Figure 1 shows an example of such deformation, in which a flat rectangular bar that was built by the MIP-SL process is shown. From the figure, it can be seen that the built object is not flat. This is due to the anisotropic deformation that makes the shape curl when compared to the original nominal model (shown in the dashed line in Fig. 1 ). This kind of shape deformations is common in the parts built by the AM processes. The goal of the paper is to develop a general computational framework to reduce the shape deformations in the AM processes. Without loss of generality, our discussion will be based on the MIP-SL process. However, the presented computational framework is general and can be used to reduce part deformation in other AM processes as well.
Stereolithography (SL) is a complex chemical reaction process, in which liquid monomers are cross-linked into solid polymer under light exposure [8] . The reasons that cause shape deformation come from several aspects as summarized in Fig. 2 . First, intrinsic volumetric shrinkage takes place when resin is converted from liquid to solid. Different photocurable resins may have varying volumetric shrinkage rates. The liquid resin commonly used in the MIP-SL process is acrylate, which has a larger shrinkage rate than epoxy used in the laser-based SL process [9, 10] . Hence, the deformation in the MIP-SL process is more challenging. Second, photopolymerization process is an exothermic reaction process, in which heat will be generated, and the fabricated part will undergo thermal shrinkage when the cured layers cool down [11, 12] . Some researchers have used IR cameras to study the curing temperature in the MIP-SL process [13, 14] . Third, the additive manufacturing processes build part on a layer-by-layer basis, and the shrinkage of current layer is restricted by the underlying layers. Consequently, residual stress builds up when current layer shrinks [12, 15] . Generally, the MIP-SL process can be categorized into two types: constrained-surface and free-surface, which exert different constraints on the curing layers during the building process [6, 8] . Besides, the nonuniformities of light source and material properties may also contribute to the deformation since these nonuniformities lead to varying curing rate of resin and thus nonuniform shrinkage [9, 15] . Moreover, variants of MIP-SL process and hardware setup may play a role in the final shape deformation.
1.1 Related Works. Deformation control is a critical challenge for additive manufacturing processes. Extensive researches have been conducted on improving the part accuracy in AM processes including the SL process. Some previous research tried to reduce the deformation in the process planning, e.g., to explore different building styles that can reduce the internal stresses induced in the building process [16, 17] . In our previous work, we reported using several exposures to cure a layer, which can effectively reduce volumetric shrinkage and lower the curing temperature during the photopolymerization process [13, 14, 18] . Some other researchers employed design of experiments (DOEs) to study effects of key building parameters, and optimize them in order to reduce deformation of built parts [19, 20] . However, even being reduced, shrinkage and internal stresses still exist in the building process, since the phase change of material takes place in AM processes, and parts are built in a layer-by-layer dynamic style.
Some researchers used either finite-element method (FEM) or analytical methods to model the SL process [9, 12, 21] . However, as illustrated in the introduction, many factors contribute to the final deformation. It would be rather difficult to incorporate all the factors in the finite element analysis (FEA) simulation to get good predictions. Some researchers studied shape compensation instead of reducing the deformation in the fabrication process. For instance, Huang and Lan [22] used FEA simulation to predict the distortion of part and calculated the dynamic reverse compensation by considering the distortion of added compensation. Tong et al. [23] presented a method to transfer all errors sources in AM process into parametric error functions. Errors were predicted by the parametric error functions, and original computer-aided design (CAD) model was compensated by applying negative values of errors. Zha and Anand [24] presented a geometric approach to improve errors of part by modifying input stereolithography (STL) models in AM processes. Huang et al. [25] [26] [27] conducted research using statistical approaches to model and predict in-plane shrinkage and out-of-plane deformation of different parts, and derive compensation to improve accuracy of built part in the MIP-SL process. All these research have effects on improving errors of built parts in AM processes. However, some limitations need to be addressed. (1) Deformation based on predictions using FEA simulation is not accurate since it is difficult to incorporate all deformation sources in the simulation. (2) Modifying the original STL model by directly adding the predicted error reversely on the vertices is inaccurate since the added compensation also contributes to the final deformation. And (3) it is difficult to predict complex shape using statistical model, which may need extensive experimental data.
1.2 Contributions. Due to the fact that the shape deformation of a fabricated part comes from many different sources and their complex interactions, it is difficult to predict and compensate all the factors one by one. Instead, our research proposes a general reverse compensation framework, in which all the factors are combined to a geometric design problem by assuming the parts are fabricated using the same manufacturing process. Thus, the "law" of shrinkage is preserved for the given shape. Specifically, we fabricate the given nominal model and some designed offset models to identify the relationship between the shape and its related deformation. Accordingly, we modify the input geometry such that the modified shape can be fabricated using the same building process to fabricate a part that is much closer to the nominal model. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
A general computational framework for compensating the fabrication error is presented by converting the complex sources of deformation to a geometry optimization problem; A continuous mapping method based on crossparameterization is established to capture the physical deformation of the fabricated models; An approach of estimating required compensations by studying the nonlinear relationship between the given shape and its related deformation based on building the nominal and offset models.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the proposed compensation framework. Section 3 explains the computation of correspondence between two models and the calculation of related deformations. Section 4 introduces the compensation estimation based on the calibration of nominal and offset models. Two test cases are demonstrated and analyzed in Sec. 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 6 with future work outlined. Figure 3 shows the computational framework for reducing deformation in AM processes. Any built parts with deformations that exceed required tolerance can use this computational framework to reduce the fabrication deformation.
Overview of Reverse Compensation Framework
In order to reduce the undesired shape deformation, the first step is to capture it. As deformation is difficult to predict accurately by analytical models or FEM simulation, we adopt the approach of measuring deformation based on physical measurement using tools such as coordinate measurement machines (CMMs) or 3D scanners. After the fabricated object is measured, the correspondence between a set of points on the nominal model and the measured one needs to be established. In this research, we designed artificial markers in the nominal shape, and use them and other feature points to establish the correspondence between input and fabricated models. Based on the established Transactions of the ASME correspondence, the two models can be aligned; hence, the deformation can be calculated by subtracting the coordinates of corresponding points on the two models. After the deformation is calculated, a reverse compensation approach is used to modify the nominal model such that the built part would be closer to the designed nominal model. The schematic of a test case using a simple bar is shown in Fig. 3 to illustrate the reverse compensation method. As shown in Fig. 1 , the original flat simple bar has deformation after built, and the two tips curl up. We can use a CMM to measure its deformed profile. The correspondence between the measured deformed profile and original nominal profile is established. For each point on the nominal model, a corresponding point can be found on the deformed profile. The deformation for each point on the nominal model is calculated by subtracting its coordinates from the corresponding point on deformed profile. Additional offset models are designed by adding small compensation along the normal direction of each point on the original nominal model (one example of such offset models is shown in dashed line, with the solid line being the original nominal model). They are also built and measured following the same procedures as the original nominal model. The relations between added offsets (compensation) and resulted deformation are explored to provide compensation profile of the given shape. The nominal STL model can be modified by using the reverse compensated profile, and the modified STL model is rebuilt for a final built that is much closer to the nominal shape. Specifically, the compensation for each point can be calculated based on the deformation of nominal and offset models. Pick a random point P on the original nominal model as an illustration. Let the added compensation to be X, and the deformation of the compensated point (P þ X) is denoted as f(P þ X), which is a function of added compensation X. The objective of compensation is to find X so that
It can be rewritten as
To solve this equation, there are two main issues that have to be tackled.
(1) Given the nominal and the deformed models, how to capture the physical deformation for every point on the models, such that f can be computed for a particular P? (2) As f(P þ X) is a function of X, the relation between X and f(P þ X) is unknown and nonlinear. How to find the value of X such that it can satisfy or better approximate Eq. (2)?
These two questions will be answered in Secs. 3 and 4. Before that, we define the following notions that will be used in the paper:
N is the nominal model, which is the CAD model that needs to be fabricated, M is the measured data of the fabricated physical model, which has undergone deformation, C is the compensated CAD model, N 6 is the subscript þ or À denotes the offset version of the model, i.e., outward or inward, respectively.
Correspondence and Deformation of Design and Fabrication Models
To capture the deformation of each point on the nominal model (N) such that the deformation function f can be computed, we need to find its corresponding point in the deformed physical model (M). One way to find the corresponding points is using the closest points like in the iterative closest point method [28] . However, using closest points cannot capture the real physical deformation, because it may lead to a many-to-one or one-to-many mapping that will result in degenerated shapes, which is not likely to happen in the physical case. It is hard to find a mathematical model that is consistent to the physical deformation; however, we believe a smooth mapping with minimized stretching distortion can mimic the physical deformation well, since the stretches and tensions caused by shape deformation are generally distributed on the surface of the physical model. Therefore, we establish these correspondences using a smooth mapping based on crossparameterization; in addition, designed features are incorporated to improve the accuracy of the correspondences. The details of which will be described in this section.
3.1 Establishing Correspondence Between Models. In our study, we establish the correspondence between nominal model (N) and deformed model (measured model, M), as well as for nominal model (N) and offset models (N þ , N À ), by using feature points that are known to have correspondence on two models. This can be done either by manual specification or by some intelligent feature recognition algorithms [29] . If there is no salient feature point on some model surfaces, we add artificial markers on the surfaces to serve as the feature points. An illustration of added markers is shown in Fig. 4 . The markers are desired to be small to have minimum effect on the fabrication process; at the same time, the markers cannot be too small in order for them to be successfully built and measured. Based on our tests, we designed the markers as a set of cylinders with a diameter of 0.6 mm and a height of 0.5 mm.
The specified feature points define a sparse and discrete correspondence among different models. To establish a continuous mapping from the sparse correspondence, we apply the crossparameterization method [30, 31] . Specifically, the method partitions both of the models to a set of corresponding patches by linking the input feature points in a consistent way. Accordingly, the cross-parameterization between the models is found by computing the mapping between all the corresponding patches. The mapping computed is bijective and optimized to have low distortion. Due to reason that the cross-parameterization is computed based on the Voronoi diagram on the surface of the model with the markers as the seeds, it is suggested that markers should be placed uniformly on the model such that the Delaunay triangulation dual to the diagram is regular. An example of crossparameterization result is shown in Fig. 5 , in which 35 artificial markers have been added, respectively, on the two models.
Capturing the Deformation of Physical Model.
Once the correspondence between the nominal model (N) and the deformed physical model (M) is established, they can be aligned, and the deformation for each point on the nominal profile can be calculated by subtracting its coordinate from that of its corresponding point on the measured profile.
For an illustration, a modified letter H model is widely used for the accuracy study in the SL process. The schematics of the model used in our study are shown in Fig. 6 (unit in mm) . The part has The model was built using a commercial MIP-SL machine (Ultra by EnvisionTec, Inc. [3] ). The built object is shown in Fig. 7 . It can be observed that plate A is curved, and points A and B have dents on the vertical surfaces due to volumetric shrinkage.
As the modified letter H part is a 2.5D model, we can measure its 2D profile using a vision-based measurement tool. In this research, a high-precision microscope measurement machineMicroVu [32] is used to measure the deformation of the built object. As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the 2D profile of the part is a regular shape consists of several rectangles. It would be intuitively to measure the corner points of these rectangles and their edges, and use these corner points to establish the correspondence between nominal model (N) and measured deformed model (M).
The sample points in the nominal model (N) and their correspondences from the measurement of the physical model (M) are plotted in Fig. 8 , in which ten points are sampled from each boundary curve, and more points are sampled around corner or position where large deformation gradients exist. User can control the number of sample points. The "*" points denote nominal data, while "þ" points denote measured data. From the magnified views of sections (1) and (2), which are picked from the top horizontal plate and the side surface, respectively, it is found that the measured data show the top horizontal plate is curved, while the side surface have dents after built, which agrees with the deformation found on the physical built part.
Compensation Calibration and Estimation
The compensation added to the nominal shape will also contribute to the final deformation. This effect makes it difficult to directly compensate the deformation based on the measured errors at each point. In our study, we investigated the relation of added compensation and related deformation based on physical calibrations of offset models. The basic idea is to do a set of experiments with different compensations, i.e., X (X 1 , X 2 , etc.), and to find out their corresponding deformation (f(P þ X 1 ), f(P þ X 2 ), etc.). With the scattered data in the chart of relationship between compensation and deformation, e.g.,
, we can establish a deformation profile for each point that can be used to find an approximation to the root of Eq. (2).
Parts with simple shapes (e.g., a cylinder or sphere) may have deformation that can be analytically formulated; however, the deformation of more general shapes used in engineering is difficult to be formulated in analytical equations. However, we observed that parts with homogeneous shape (i.e., shapes with the same topology) generally deform in a similar trend with varying deformation sizes. An example is illustrated in Fig. 9 , in which a simple bar has double thickness compared with the one shown in Fig. 1 . The two parts are built using the same building procedure. Both the parts have the same type of curl distortion; however, the deformation amounts of the surface points are different.
In our study, we make use of offset models, which have the homogeneous shape as the original model. We add compensations at each point on the original nominal model in order to establish the relations between these small offsets and their related deformations. Hence, the additional offset models can be used to calculate the compensation based on the established relations. Two sets of offsets (outward N þ and inward N À ) are used in this study. Thus, there are three set of data (X 0 ¼ 0,
More offset models may be used for improved accuracy in compensation calibration and estimation.
Note that the cross-parameterization presented in Sec. 3 is also used to compute the correspondences among all the nominal model (N), measured physical model (M), offset models (N þ , N À ), and their measured physical models (M þ , M À ). Therefore, for each point on the offset and scanned models, it can find the corresponding points on all the related models. Thus, the deformation can be calculated and the comparisons of deformation using offset models can be conducted.
Using Offset Models for Calibration.
The method used in this study is explained as follows:
(1) Build the original nominal model N. For each point P i on N, find the corresponding point Q i on the measured model M, and calculate its deformation f(P i )
(2) Modify N according to the deformation calculated in step 1 to generate offset models N þ and N À . For each point P i , modify it by offsetting along its normal direction outwardly and inwardly of distance X 1 and X 2 , respectively, such that X 1 < Àf(P i ) < X 2 . A corresponding point can be found on N þ and N À , denoted as P Transactions of the ASME
The deformation for each point on the offset models can be calculated as
(3) From Eqs. (3)- (5), interpolate a value X to get an approximation satisfying X þ f(P þ X) ¼ 0 for each point.
As an illustration, two offset models for modified letter H model are designed by moving every point along its normal direction outwardly and inwardly 0.5 mm, since the physical part has deformation around 0. Fig. 11 .
In Fig. 11 , the "*" dots show the nominal baseline profile with no offset (N), while the þ dots show the deformed profile with no offset (M). The "x" dots show the deformed profile with offset inward 0.5 mm (M À ), and the "." dots show the deformed profile with offset outward 0.5 mm (M þ ). From the magnified view of sections (1) and (2), it is found that nominal baseline profile (N) is within the range of deformed profiles with offsets (M þ and M À ). Therefore, the optimal solution should be within the offset values.
Establishing Compensation Profile.
Compensation for each point is calculated by using three pairs of measured deformation. To calculate the compensation based on these data, we used second-order polynomial to interpolate these data and find the optimal compensation. The compensated profile is shown in Fig. 12 . The nominal baseline profile (N) and the original deformation profile with no offset (M) are also plotted in the figure for comparisons. The compensated profile shows in "þ" dots, while "*" dots show the nominal profile (N), and "x" dots represent deformed profile (M). Magnified views of a point on the top surface of central plate and a section on the region where dent occurs are drawn to better demonstrate the compensation result (denoted as (1) and (2), respectively). From Fig. 12 , it can be seen that the compensated profile is in the reverse direction of deformed profile with respect to nominal profile, and every points on model surfaces have different compensation values, which are calculated from the established compensation profile. Fig. 6 is used as test case 1 for our compensation study. The correspondence between nominal models (N) and the measured physical models (M), as well as the calculation of the compensation profile, has been explained in Sec. 4. Based on the calculated compensation profile, a modified nominal model is generated (denoted as C). The compensated STL model to be fabricated in the test is shown in Fig. 13 .
Comparisons of Deformation Before and After Compensation.
The compensated STL is built and measured following the same procedure as described in Sec. 4. The measured deformation profile is aligned with nominal baseline profile, and the same number of sampling points is picked from the same positions of the baseline nominal model and the measured profile of the compensated part. The deformation comparison using the compensated STL model (C) and the original model without compensation (N) are shown in Fig. 14 .
Similar to the previous analysis, magnified views of a section on the top surface of central plate and the sidewalls where dents occur are drawn for better illustration. The compensated profile is shown in "Á" dots, while the original deformed profile is shown in "x" dots, and the "*" dots represent original nominal profile. From the plot, it can be found that the profile using compensated STL model (C) is more conformal to the nominal baseline profile (N), which suggests the deformation using compensated model (C) is much smaller than original model without compensation (N). The comparisons of physical built part using compensation and original part are shown in Fig. 15 .
To quantitatively characterize the deformation for parts built with and without compensation, we calculate the L 1 -norm (max distance) and L 2 -norm (root mean squared distance) of the points in nominal profile to the corresponding closest points in the deformed profile, and the results are shown in Table 1 .
From Table 1 , it can be observed that using the compensated model (C) can effectively reduce deformation compared to directly using the nominal model without any compensation (N). For the test case, the deformation improvement is 65% and 67% in terms of L 1 -norm and L 2 -norm, respectively.
Test Case 2-3D Freeform Shapes.
In order to verify the effectiveness of our reverse compensation strategy for more general freeform 3D shape, another test case as shown in Transactions of the ASME Fig. 16(a) was selected to apply the presented computational framework.
The test case is built vertically as shown in Fig. 16(a) . The built physical part has deformation with two legs spreading out due to the built-up residual stress in the layer-based fabrication process. Such deformation is mainly caused by the shrinkage of the top arch. The shape deformation would be totally different if another building direction is selected.
The nominal dimension between the leftmost point and rightmost point is 51.92 mm. Three-dimensional scanning or related technique can be adopted to measure 3D complex shapes [33, 34] . A DAVID-SLS2 3D scanner [35] was used in our study to measure the deformation of built physical parts. The 3D scanner is calibrated before it is used for scanning. As shown in Fig. 16(a) , test case 2 does not have many salient feature points which can be used for parameterizing the given model. Consequently, small artificial markers were added on model surfaces to assist the parameterization by establishing the correspondence between points on nominal and deformed models.
Deformation Calculations.
The baseline nominal model with 35 artificial markers is designed and built using an ultramachine. The nominal STL model (N) and the built physical part are shown in Fig. 4 . The built physical part is scanned using the 3D scanner. The two tips of the part are used as the fixture during the scanning process; hence, the related portions are hollow. The related holes can be filled during the mesh fusion process. The 3D scanning result is shown in Fig. 16(b) , from which it can be seen that there are artificial markers on front and side surfaces. The filled bottom portions are mainly for visualization; they will not be compared with the input nominal model.
The artificial markers on the scanned model can help us to establish the correspondence to the nominal STL model. The positions of these markers on respective mesh model are recorded as specified points. To calculate the deformation of built part, these markers are smoothed and removed from both scanned and original STL models, since they are only designed to establish the correspondence of these two models for mesh parameterization. The specified points on the markers are projected onto the surface of smoothed model. Consistent mesh parameterization of the smoothed scanning model (M) and the nominal STL model (N) without markers can be calculated based on the positions of these 35 corresponding points, similar to those as shown in Fig. 5 .
Every vertex in the scanned model (without markers) has a bijective mapping to a vertex in the nominal STL model after parameterization.
The scanned model is then transformed to align with nominal STL model and plotted in Fig. 17(a) . Magnified views of two sections selected from top and bottom are created for better illustration as shown in Fig. 17(b) . The "x" dots represent the nominal STL model (N), while the "Á" dots show the scanned model (M). From Fig. 17(b) , it can be clearly seen that the scanned model has deformation with two legs splayed outward. Consequently, the size of the built part changes, which may bring problems if the part needs to be assembled with other parts. Besides, by carefully examine the plot, it can be found that the deformation of left leg and right leg is not symmetric. This slightly nonsymmetric deformation may be generated by the used hardware such as nonuniform light projection. The test case demonstrates the effectiveness of using artificial markers and parameterization to find correspondence between the fabricated part and the nominal model.
Deformation of Offset Models and Analysis.
In order to investigate the relations of added compensation and related deformation, two additional models (N þ , N À ) have been designed with offset outwardly 0.5 mm and inwardly 0.5 mm, respectively. These two offset parts were built and scanned using the same parameter settings as the original baseline part. The physical built parts for the two offset models are shown in Fig. 18 .
Similar to the parameterization process in baseline model and its scanned model, the nominal offset models (N þ , N À ) and the scanned models (M þ , M À ) are parameterized using the positions of 35 artificial markers on them. The comparisons of the , respectively. In both figures, the "x" dots show the nominal offset models, while the "Á" dots represent the deformed models (scanned data). As can be seen from Figs. 17 and 19, all these three test parts (M, M þ , and M À ) follow the same deformation trend with two legs splayed outward and have dents in the center portion of legs.
Reverse Compensation.
After mesh parameterization using the artificial markers, all six models (nominal models N, N þ , N À , and scanned models M, M þ , and M À ) have well-defined correspondence. Each vertex in one model has a unique bijective mapping to a vertex in another model. Therefore, the relations between the deformation and the added offset values for each vertex can be approximated by using the physical parts that were built. Accordingly, the compensation profile can be calculated for each vertex (refer to Eq. (2) in Sec. 2). The calculated compensation and accordingly compensated STL model are shown in Figs. 20(a) and 20(b) , respectively. In Fig. 20(a) , the compensation profile is shown in "x" dots, while the nominal model is shown in "Á" dots, from which it can be found that the compensation is in the reverse direction as original deformation shown in Figs. 17 and 19 . Using the compensation profile, the nominal model can be easily modified with compensation added on it and exported as the compensated STL model.
Deformation Comparisons.
The compensated STL model is built with 35 artificial markers added on it and then measured using the 3D scanner. The scanned model is compared with the nominal model following the same procedure as described before. The comparisons of physical part with and without the added compensation are shown in Fig. 21 .
The deformation of physical part with compensation is calculated by comparing the nominal STL model and the scanned model, as shown in Fig. 22 . Magnified views of two select sections on the top and bottom are created for better illustration. Compared to Fig. 17 , it can be found that the part built with compensation has much less deformation than the original nominal shape.
Similar to test case 1, the deformation of physically built objects with and without compensation are quantitatively compared. L 1 -norm (max distance) and L 2 -norm (root mean squared distance) of all the points in the nominal model to corresponding closest points in the deformed model (in the XZ plane) are calculated for both parts and shown in Table 2 . The L 1 -norm of deformation before and after using the compensation is 2.24 mm and 1.3 mm, respectively, with deformation improvement around 42%. The L 2 -norm of deformation without compensation is 0.692 mm, while the L 2 -norm of deformation with compensation is 0.311 mm, which shows that the added compensation can have around 55% improvement on shape deformation.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a general computational framework based on reverse compensation to reduce the complex deformation that may happen in additive manufacturing processes. Corresponding points between nominal and deformed shapes are found by applying cross-parameterization using a set of feature points. Such feature points could be the existing salient features on the model or the artificial markers that are added on 3D freeform surfaces. By studying the relation of offset models and related deformation for surface points, the reverse compensation profile can be established. Two test cases have been presented to demonstrate the capability of the developed computational framework. The final compensated STL models have been built and compared with the original models. It is found that the compensated models can significantly reduce the shape deformation for both test cases. Currently, we apply our reverse compensation only once. The accuracy can be further improved by iteratively applying the compensation. However, our method requires the fabrication of the nominal and the offset models, which makes the iteration expensive. We plan to integrate a simulation framework with physical experiments such that the deformation can be predicted by simulation with less physical tests that are required. Another limitation of our method is that the measurement error cannot be compensated. Currently, the measurement error due to the used 3D scanner is around 0.2-0.3 mm, which is much smaller than the deformation of the test part.
In the future, we plan to apply the computational framework to more general 3D test cases. In addition, we will study how to add artificial markers that are more effective in registration and finding correspondence between measured and nominal models. More intelligent offsetting strategies for compensation calibration will also be investigated.
